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Explore our new note taking and transcription app, Messenger Pigeon!


Learning Without Limits.
Habitat Learn is an ecosystem of  products and services created to empower the learning journey through human-centered design.
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Joining the dots
From scheduling everything you need for broadcasting classes globally, to delivering accessible courses with personal and professional captions and summary notes for your students, our products and services unify every learning experience.
Learn More



Joining the dots
In the new world of remote learning, we create a connected experience. From scheduling everything you need to broadcast classes globally, to delivering accessible courses with captions and summary notes for your students and staff, our products unify every learning experience.
Learn More
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OUR PURPOSE
For education to be accessible to all, we must remove the barriers created by traditional learning.


Sign Up



No problem…
Putting you in control. We realise that every student is different, and should have every opportunity to learn on their own terms, so we develop technology in line with Universal Design for Learning (UDL) principles to solve real problems now, and in the future.
Our Products
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What our clients say
Habitat Learn supports thousands of learners. Read what they have to say about our products,
platforms and services.

“Habitat Learn has been a tremendous success at our school and has been a huge help to our students. Keep up the good work and we look forward to continuing to utilize this service in the new year!”
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Taryn Cooper
M.A. Rutgers University




“I was very pleased with Habitat Learn. I was able to listen to the class and still write notes and have these additional notes for when I ran out of time to write my own notes.”
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Student
Humber College




The ease of using your service was appreciated. I highly recommend your service for other students, like myself, who struggle to keep up note taking while there are several people cross-talking. Your service has enabled me to get the notes of only what the lecturer is saying. It helps me not to be so overwhelmed. Thank you.
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Student
Tarrant County College
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We’re here if you need us
We are real people with a mission to not only design products that are accessible to all,
but to make sure that you get help and advice when you need it.
Contact us
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Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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Habitat Learn acknowledges that we are on the traditional territory of many nations including the Mississaugas of the Credit, the Anishnabeg, the Chippewa, the Haudenosaunee and the Wendat peoples and is now home to many diverse First Nations, Inuit and Métis peoples. To learn about the territorial acknowledgement's meaning and how to adopt this uniting ritual.Click here










